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Field-induced spin reorientation in Eu2Cu04. Gd studied by magnetic resonance
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We report a magnetic-resonance study of Gd-doped Eu2Cu04 single crystals. Cooling the samples in a
magnetic field HFC, induces weak ferromagnetisrn (WF), with a strong out-of-plane anisotropy deter-
mined by the Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction. In addition, there is in-plane anisotropy with an
easy-axis parallel to the [110]crystal axis closest to HFc. An intense resonance mode is observed at the
X band (9.5 GHz) when H„c is applied parallel to one of the ( 110) axes and the measuring field is rotat-
ed by 90 in the CuOz plane. At the Q band (35 GHz), the in-plane resonance modes strongly depend on
angle and temperature. We analyze the experimental results in terms of a phenomenological model for
the magnetic free energy, which predicts a reorientation transition of the WF component of the magneti-
zation m~F induced by the external field. Associated with this transition, a softening of the WF rnagnet-
ic resonance mode occurs when the external field is applied perpendicular to the easy magnetization axis.
The resulting angular variation of the resonance modes depends on whether the energy gap for the mag-
netic excitations is larger or smaller than the microwave energy. From the resonance data we have
determined both the out-of-plane and in-plane anisotropy fields, HDM(T) and H,„(T),respectively. The
extrapolated values for T =0 are HDM(0) =3.5(5) X IO' G and H,„(0)=12(2) G. Both anisotropy fields
decrease with increasing T, vanishing around T& —-—243 K. The temperature dependence of the peak-to-
peak linewidths, 61I~~, measured at the X and Q bands is explained in terms of a temperature-
independent frequency linewidth, Ace&~2/y = 1.6(2) kG. Nonresonant absorption losses around the max-
ima and minima of the co/y vs H curves are also described in terms of this finite width for the resonance
modes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Antiferromagnetic (AF) order of the copper moments
is present in the rare-earth cuprates R2CuO&, below
T& —-—240 —280 K.' In addition, weak ferromagnetism
(WF) associated with a canting of the Cu moments away
from perfect AF alignment has been reported for the rare
earths with smaller ionic radii. A composition boundary
for WF in the cupr ates has been established near
Eu2Cu04. In solid solutions, including two different
rare-earth ions, WF appears for compounds with lattice
parameters similar to those of Eu2Cu04, such as
SmGdCu04 and (Ndo 375Gdo &zs )2CuO„.

The R 2Cu04 cuprates form in the tetragonal,
Nd2Cu04-type crystal structure (T' phase). For the WF
compounds, the existence of lattice distortions has been
proposed in order to explain the x-ray and Mossbauer

data for (Ndt Gd„)2Cu04, the splitting of the electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of Gd + ions diluted in
Eu2Cu04, the anomalously large thermal parameters in
the x-ray-diffraction spectrum ' for Gd2Cu04 and
Tm2Cu04, and the differences between the Raman
scattering of Gd2Cu04 and the lighter rare-earth cu-
prates. These distortions have been proposed as dis-
placements of the oxygen ions in the Cu02 planes away
from the highly symmetric positions O(1) in the T' struc-
ture. The estimated average values are 0.18 A for
GdzCuO~ (Ref. 7) and 0.36 A for Tm2Cu04 (Ref. 8).
These displacements lower the symmetry of the
Cu-O(1)-Cu bonds and the existence of a nonvanishing
antisymmetric exchange interaction between Cu mo-
ments is then allowed. ' '" These distortions seem to be
disordered in the case of compounds near the WF bound-
ary. In contrast, superstructure rejections suggesting an
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ordered displacement of the oxygen ions have been ob-
served in electron-diftraction experiments on the heavier
rare-earth cuprates.

For the compounds near the boundary, a strong depen-
dence on the magnetothermal history of the samples has
also been reported. The splitting of the EPR lines of di-
luted Gd + ions in EuzCuO~, observed below the order-
ing temperature of the copper moments, was shown to
be dependent on the intensity and orientation of the mag-
netic field HFC, applied while cooling the samples
through the Neel temperature T&.

A microwave absorption signal (MAS) has been report-
ed in Ref. 12 for EuzCuO4 single crystals. This signal, as
measured at 9.2 GHz, presents a strong out-of-plane an-
isotropy, similar to that found in GdzCu04 crystals. Be-
sides, it exhibits an unusual in-plane anisotropy. For
field-cooled (FC) samples, with H„c oriented along one of
the (110) directions in the Cu02 planes, the signal was
only observed for the dc-measuring magnetic field applied
perpendicular to HFC. Recent measurements of the dc
magnetization in slightly doped Eu2Cu04 crystals' have
shown that a WF component develops for FC samples
below T~ =—243 K, with a uniaxial anisotropy axis orient-
ed along the (110)direction closest to H„c.

In this work we present detailed measurements of the
microwave spectra at two dift'erent frequencies, which
show that the MAS in Eu2CuO4 may be described in
terms of magnetic resonances associated with the ordered
Cu lattice. In Sec. II we describe the experimental setup.
In Sec. III we present a phenomenological model for the
free energy of the magnetic system which explains the ex-
perimental results presented and discussed in Sec. IV, as
well as the preliminary results reported in Ref. 12. The
conclusions are given in Sec. V.

Eu2CuO4 single crystals were grown following standard
Aux techniques, either in Pt or A1203 crucibles. ' Sam-
ples slightly doped with Gd ions (less than 1 at. %) were
also grown using the same techniques. In all cases the
crystals grew in the shape of small platelets with the c
axis oriented perpendicular to the platelets.

Measurements at the X band (9.4 GHz) were made in a
Bruker ESP-300 EPR spectrometer and at the Q band
(35.0 GHz) in a modified V-4500 Varian EPR spectrome-
ter. The measurements were made between 10 and 300 K
for the X band and between 55 and 300 K for the Q band.
The X-band spectrometer was operated either in the ab-
sorption or the dispersion mode. The Q-band spectrome-
ter was operated only in the absorption mode. A rect-
angular TE,pz cavity was used for the X-band measure-
ments and the Q-band experiments were carried on in a
cylindrical TEp]~ cavity. Since a component of the mi-
crowave field parallel to the Cu02 planes is needed for
the excitation of the low-field absorptions, ' we have lo-
cated the sample along the cavity axis but away from its
center. The modulation coils are fixed to the microwave
cavity in both cases. In the X-band experiments, the an-
gular variations were measured by rotating the sample.
Since in the Q band this method results in large varia-

tions of the cavity coupling, the external field was rotated
instead. Because the modulation coils are fixed to the
cavity, the angle between the external and the modula-
tion fields varies and the signals are then subjected to an-
gular modulation besides the normal amplitude modula-
tion of the external field. ' The eIIIects of angular modu-
lation on highly anisotropic signals are large and need to
be taken into account.

As reported in Ref. 12, the MAS for Eu2CuO~ is sam-
ple dependent. We have found no MAS signal (or WF
component of the dc magnetization) for undoped crystals
grown in A1203 crucibles. On the other hand, we have
observed MAS for undoped samples grown in Pt cruci-
bles and for samples slightly doped with Gd, grown ei-
ther in A12O3 or Pt crucibles. Since Eu2Cu04 lies on the
boundary for WF in the R2Cu04 series ' we interpret
this observation as due to the need of a smaH shift of the
system toward smaller lattice parameters in order to ob-
serve WF. For example, Eu& 8Gdp2Cu04 presents fully
developed WF as reported in Ref. 2. Where MAS was
seen, a similar behavior was observed for all the systems
studied. The measurements presented here correspond to
a sample containing 1 at. % Gd, for which the MAS had
a good signal-to-noise ratio. '

III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Magnetic model

The appearance of an intense resonant absorption at
the X band, ' at a field close to the anisotropy critical
field, H, —=340 G for T=135 K, deduced from the de-
magnetization data in Ref. 13, resembles the softening of
modes observed by Hagedorn et al. ' in the spin reorien-
tation transition for the canted antiferromagnet TmFeO3.
In that case, a resonant absorption was observed only
when the magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the
anisotropy easy axis, at the critical field needed to rotate
the WF component from the easy axis to a direction per-
pendicular to it.

A two-sublattice model can be used' ' ' to calculate
the equilibrium position of the magnetization vectors and
the resonance frequencies for WF systems. A phenome-
nological free energy, including second-order anisotropy
terms, may be written as'

2V=AMi XM2+K„M„+K„M~,+K,„M„
+K,„M2, +D (M, XM2) —(M, +M2).H, (1)

where 9 is the free energy per mole, k )0 describes the
AF coupling between the two Cu magnetic lattices M&
and M2, K„)0 indicates an out-of-plane magnetic an-
isotropy energy favoring the orientation of the Cu mo-
ments within the ab plane (Ref. 22), K,„(0corresponds
to the in-plane anisotropy, where x is parallel to one of
the (110) directions, ' and D (M, XM2) is the
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) antisymmetric interaction'
which gives rise to a WF component, with D=Dz as dis-
cussed previously. " The last term corresponds to the
Zeeman energy.
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The static equilibrium conditions in the AF phase,
with the constraint ~M, ~=~M2~=M&=const, are set by
t)V/t)M XM =0, with v=1, 2. The anisotropy energy
(with K„)0) favors an easy plane for Mi and M2, which
are almost in opposite directions due to their strong AF
interaction, with a small canting of the Cu moments in-
duced by the DM interaction. For H applied in the ab
plane, the staggered magnetization, 1=(Mi —M2)/2, and
the uniform magnetization, m=(M, +M2)/2, remain in
this plane. Their magnitudes and orientation within the
plane are given by

1 =
I&I =Mo,

iri: lml =mWF (HDM/2HE)~0

(RDM /2HE )H sin(y —a) =(H,„/2)sin(2a),

(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

when HF ))HDM ))(H, K,„),where HF =AMo is the ex-
change field, HDM =DMp and H,„=2E,„Mp. The an-
gles y and a are defined in Fig. 1.

In this case I reaches almost its maximum value,
l =Mp. The small canting of the AF sublattices gives rise
to a WF component m~F whose magnitude is almost in-
dependent of the applied field H and given by Eq. (2b).
The orientation of mwF is determined by Eq. (2c) when
an external field is applied. At zero field, mw„ is parallel
to y and when H is applied parallel to x, m~„starts
to rotate and aligns with H at a critical field,
Hc =(2HE/HDM )H,„.

The Cu sublattice magnetization has been determined
for the isostructural compounds Pr2Cu04 and Nd2Cu04,
from neutron-scattering measurements. The extrapo-
lated value for T=O is M&&(0)=0.4(1) p~/Cu atom. The
AF superexchange interaction for Eu2Cu04, J» =—115
meV, has been estimated from the two-magnon Raman
scattering. " This value may be related to the macroscop-
ic exchange field HE through the relation gp~HE
=zJ&&S, where z=4, g =2.2, and S is reduced from —,

' by
a factor 0.63 due to quantum renormalization. This
gives for T=O, Hz(0)=1. 14X10 G.

B. Magnetic-resonance modes

The resonance frequencies of the system are obtained
after linearizing the equations of motion BM /Bt
=y(t) V/t)M, ) XM, where v=1,2 and y is the gyromag-
netic factor for the Cu moments. Two resonance modes
are obtained a high-frequency AF mode and a low-
frequency WF mode. Their frequencies at K=O are
given by (ni/y) —=HDM+2HEH„and (co/y) =2REH, „,—

'

respectively. For the values of the effective fields previ-
ously derived, the AF mode is expected to occur at =30
cm ' for T=O and the WF mode in the microwave re-
gion (= 1 cm '). For the microwave energies used in this
work, small compared with that of the AF mode, the two
magnetic lattices move almost rigidly. Then, an effective
free energy may be written for the uniform magnetization
mas

V,ff=IC~ffrn +E;ffrn, —m. H . (3)

V,ff is equivalent to V for describing the equilibrium
and the low-energy excitations of the system, ' having the
following relations between their parameters:

H~ff 2K,~wF = ( 2HE /HDM )H,„
Heff 2E;ffm wF

=HDM + ( HDM /2HE )H„
(4)

From neutron-scattering experiments, an out-of-plane
anisotropy field, H„=2K„Mp -——1 kG, has been estimat-
ed for La2Cu04. We may expect the same order of
magnitude for H„ in our case. The in-plane anisotropy
field H„may be derived using the anisotropy constants
determined from dc-magnetization measurements. ' For
T= 135 K we obtain H,„—=4(1) G.

HDM may be estimated from the WF component mea-
sured in Ref. 13, using Eq. (2b). From the extrapolated
value' for T=O, mw„(0) =5.0(5) X 10 p&/Cu atom,
and neglecting contributions from the Van Vleck
paramagnetism of the Eu + lattice, we obtain HDM(0)
—=3(1)X10 G. The order of magnitude of these results
confirms the approximations made when deriving Eqs.
(2). The applied field at resonance was always less than 1

kG in our experiments.

x=—
I ssoj,

@=[&so]„

Hy„,

Notice that the high-energy AF mode is lost on reduc-
ing V to V,ff. However, V,ff is simpler and requires only
two parameters, H~z and H', z, in order to describe the
static and dynamic properties of the WF component.
Equation (4) shows that the antisymmetric exchange field

HDM acts as an additional source for the strong easy-
plane magnetic anisotropy. In terms of these effective
magnetic fields, the critical field for spin reorientation is
given by H~ =H, ff.

From Eq. (3) the frequency of the WF mode is derived
as follows:

FICx. 1. Relative orientation of the WF component m~F, the
anisotropy fields H~~ and H;&, and the external field H, with
respect to the crystallographic axes. Here, [110]„cindicates the
( 110) direction closest to the field for cooling H„c.

(co/y) =H +R[(2H~ff+H;ff)cosaocosy

+(H;ff H ff)sinaosiny]

+H ff (H ff +H;ff )cos ao H, ffH;ffsin ao—(5)

where ao is the equilibrium value determined by Eq. (2c).
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Simple analytical expressions exist for the limiting cases
&p=O' and p=90'. For y=O, Eqs. (2) and (5) give

H +H(2H, ff+H;ff)+ H,fr(H, fr+H'fr) 6eff

while for =90' hy=90' the resonance frequency is given b

( /y) =H (H +H' )—H (1+H' /H )

if H (H~=H~ff,
(7)

(roi/y ) =H +H(H;fr H~f—r) H~tr—H', rr,

T=25K x2

ifH&H =H~C eff

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. X-band measurements

Wee have confirmed for the chosen Eu2Cu04..Gd sam-

p e, all the properties reported in Ref. 12 for the X-band
spectrum of undoped Eu2Cu04 and in Ref. 13 for the dc
magnetization, namely: (i) Cooling in a field H deter-
mines thee appearance of a WF component of the ma ne-

a e Fc e er-

tization I b 1, mwF, below Tz. This component lies in the ab
e magne-

p ane and its magnitude increases with decreasing tem-
perature, with an extrapolated value for T=0
mwF(0)=5X10 /Cpz, Cu atom. In-plane anisotropy is
present, with a preferred axis along the (110) dire irection

to H„c, which we identify here as [110]„c.(ii) A
MAS signal is observed in FC samples with twi s rong out-
o -p ane anisotropy; the field position and width of the
line follow a 1/sin8 dependence, with 8 being the angle
between the applied field H and th e c axis. ~iiij No signal

sam les
is detected in zero-field-cooled (ZFC) sam 1

samp es the amplitude of the MAS, measured at the same
an saturates fortemperature, increases with H d

Fc &15 kG. The results presented in this work corre-
spond to H =15 kG.o Fc = . (iv) The signal can be seen only
when the microwave magnetic fi ld h,e,f is oriented both

Cu0
perpendicular to the external dc fi ld d 11e an para el to the

u z planes. (v) Within the ab plane, the MAS is very
e ca t is orientationintense only for Hi[110] . W ll h'

H 110 . I
ra idl wh
H ~. he amplitude of this absorption drp ion ecreases
rapi y when H is rotated away from [110]i. We have
also found that heating the sample up to a temperature
Tz and cooling it back in zero field t tho e onginal tem-
perature does not change the MAS if T ~220 K.

e intensity of the signal measured at low
temperatures decreases (as compared to th FCo e sample)
wi increasing Th and vanishes when Tz &250 K.

We have analyzed the resonant nature of the MAS by
measuring, under the same conditions th 1 ~

'

e par, y ( ), and the imaginary (absorption) part,

that " H
y" H, of the dynamic susceptibility. W h f

a y ( ), as determined by integration of the measured
signal in the absor tiin e a sorption mode, presents a single maximum
at a field H„. For H~~[110]i and T -=77 K
H =470(10'~G

, we measured
& G, a value somewhat smaller than than at re-

e or undoped EuzCu04. As in that case, H„(T)
varies slowly with temperature for T~200 K

va ue for T=—130 K. H, increases rapidly both

x2

T=223K

I

200
I

400 600
H (r.)

800 1000

above =200 K and below 50 K, as shown in Fig. 2. The
MAS presents also a minimum linewidth, AH =50 G
at T=130 K sho

pp

200 K
howing some unresolved structu Abho re. ove

AH
t e linewidth increases ra idl r h

Hpp 200 G at 230 K. At low T the linewidth also in-
creases, up to AH =100 G for T=—15 K. The signal
shows maximum amplitude at =130 K and then e-
creases wit increasing T, vanishing at about 235 K.

, t e intensity decreases with decreasing T and
the signal was not detected below T= 13 K.

After
'

mode is ro
ter integration, the signal measured in the die in e ispersion

mo e is proportional to g'(H) and presents a sin 1

imurn for Hr H away from [110]i, as shown in Fig. 3 for
s a sing e max-

T= 130K

89.5'

88.5

250 500 50
H (G)

250 500 750 1000

FIG. 3. Integrated signals for th X b d
'r e an in the dispersion

(y') and absorption (y") modes of the spectrometer

FICs. 2. X-band MAS measured at different temperatures for
H// [110]~.
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T= 130 K. This is at variance with the usual appearance
of zeros for g'(H) in correspondence with the maxima of
y"(H). This observation suggests that the magnetic sys-
tern does not reach the exact resonance conditions, and
microwave losses (nonresonant in character) are present
on y ecau1 because of the finite width of the resonance modes,

r Has iscudiscussed in Ref. 17 for the case of TmFe03 ~ For
hvery near [110]1instead, although y'(H) does not reac

zero, a dip is observed for H =H„(—see Fig. 3), indicating
the possibility of resonant behavior for this particular
orientation of H. This will be discussed in Sec. IV C.

1500

i200

900

600

B. Q-band measurements

For data taken at the Q band, the MAS presence or ab-
sence also depends on the cooling conditions. The
H~~ [110] continues to be a preferred orientation in FCFC
samples although intense signals have been observed for
H within the ab plane in a much wider angular range
than for the X band. Another important difference found
in the Q band is that two lines instead of one are mea-

d t the lowest temperatures. These lines were ob-
T=80served at about 135 and 850 G, for H~~[110]1 and

K. In Fig. 4 we present data taken for H oriented 12
away from [110]1 at different temperatures. The
behavior observed for this orientation is qualitative y
similar to that for H~~[110]1, but we have chosen this
direction because the signals are more intense and the

0
50 100 150

T' (y)
FICx. 5. H„vs T, as measured at the Q band for different

values of y. Tz& =—107(5 ) K indicates the temperature where
the anisotropy gap cuG equals the microwave energy co&.

200 250

spectra show more clearly the characteristics we want to
stress. The spectra are symmetric with respect to H =0,
although showing some hysteresis in magnetic-field loops.
As T increases, the signal at the lower field shifts toward
H =0 and finally merges with the symmetric line from
negative fields at a characteristic temperature, Tz&—= 107(5) K. As the temperature continues to increase,
the signal at zero field decreases and disappears at 170

0

80K (xi )

T=100K (x1)

K (xi)

T=120K (x1)

T= 160K (x4) 160K (x1)

(xtO)
200K (xZ)

I I I

—1 200 -800 —400
I l

0

H (r. )
400

I

800 1200

0FICI. 4. Q-band signals at different temperatures for y=78,
i.e., H oriented 12' away from [110]~. For this orientation the
s ectra are very similar to those for H~~[110]j, but angularspec r
modulation provides better signal to noise ratios.

T=215K (x2)

- 1 200 -800 -400 0

H (r. )

I

400 800 1200

0FICr. 6. Q-band signals at different temperatures for y=0,
Hll [110]FC.
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T = 80K T = 184K

y=62 (~10)

=71' (x10)

—Oo

y=30

—$50

I I I

H ((.-)
—1200 -800 —400

I

400 800 1200

K. The line at 850 G slowly moves to higher fields and
its linewidth increases with increasing T. Simultaneous-
ly, its intensity is reduced and the signal disappears at
T=210 K. hThe temperature dependence of the center
fields of these lines is shown in Fig. 5.

Below T«and for H~~ [110]Fc,a single line at H —=0 is

1000
i

800—
T = 80K

FIG. 7. An gular dependence of the Q-band signals for T= 80
K. N
67 74'

otice the particular shape of the signal in th 1in e y interval(, 4 ) and the opposite phase of the signals for y) 74', due to
angular modulation of the external field.

I

400—1200 -800 -400 800 1200
I

0

(r. )
FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the Q-band signals for

T= 184 K.

i200

1000—

observed. Its intensity increases with T and at Tz& it
starts to sp it into two lines, symmetric with res t t

, as seen in Fig. 6. As T continues to increase, each
ine slowly shifts to higher values of ~HI, as seen in Fig. 5.

Above T=—200 K the intensity of the spectrum decreases
again, disappearing at T=230 K.

In Fig. 7 we present the spectra taken at 80 K for
difI'erent orientations of H in the ab plane. As already
mentioned, only a very small feature is detected around
zero field when y=0', with y being the angle between H
and ~ 110~ &sean []„c(see Fig. 1). When y increases, this signal

600—

400—

800—

600—

400—

l I I

70 80 90 100 110 120
P(d ~)

FIG. 8. H, (q&) vs y, as measured at the Q band for T=80 K
(circles). The continuous line corresponds to a fit to Eq. (5).
The triangles represent the fields for maximum amplitude of the
nonresonant signal in the range from 67'~ y ~ 74. The dashed
lines correspond to the calculated values of H;„, the field
w ere the co/y vs H curves present a minimum.

T = 184K

0 i I i J i 1 ~ I

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 BO 90
p («g)

FIG. 10. H,(y) vs g, as measured in the Q band for T= 184
K. The continuous line corresponds to a fit to Eq. (5). The inset
shows the relative amplitude S of the detected signal. The con-
tinuous line in the inset corresponds to the normalized deriva-
tive BH„(y)/Btp.
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remains almost unchanged up to y =—67 . At this angle a
broad line develops at H —= 160 G, which shifts to higher
fields, increasing its amplitude as y increases. Notice
that this line does not cross the base line, i.e., does not
reach zero. In Fig. 8 we represent with triangles the
fields where this signal has its maximum amplitude. For
y) 74 it splits into two lines with opposite phase. One
of them moves to higher and the other to lower fields.
The maximum splitting is reached for can=90', i.e., when
H~~[110]i. For y&90', a specular behavior is observed.
The fields where these two lines cross zero are given in
Fig. 8. In Fig. 9 we present the spectra taken at T= 184
K, a temperature higher than Tz&. In this case, a single
resonance line is observed for all values of y in the ab
plane. The fields for zero crossing are given in Fig. 10.

C. Analysas of the data

20000

I

15000—

T = HOk

5000—
90 X—()and

OL a I

0 ..300
i

600 900
H ((;)

1200 1500

FICi. 11. co/y vs H curves for the WF resonant mode, calcu-
lated for different values of y using Eq. (5). Intermediate curves
between 74 and 90' correspond to 77, 80, 83', 86, and 88'.
Horizontal lines indicate the microwave frequencies co /y and
~&/y and the cirlces are the experimental data at both frequen-
cies measured for T=80 K.

The Q-band experimental data taken at T=80 K for
@=90'were fitted to Eq. (7), obtaining H~&=4. 5(4) X 10
G and H;s. =3.2(3)X10 G. With these fitted parame-
ters we have calculated the co/y vs H curves given in Fig.
11 for different values of y.

According to Eq. (5), there is an excitation gap for the
ferromagnetic mode at H =0 given by (coG /y )

=QH~z(H&z+H;z), where the leading contribution'

is t/Hi, 'frHDM. At this temperature the calculated value
of coG is larger than the microwave frequency at both the
X'band (co+/2rr=9. 44 GHz) and Q band (co&/27r=35. 04
GHz). Due to this fact a resonant absorption is not ex-
pected for y=0 at any field since co/y increases mono-
tonically with ~H~ for this angle. However, because of
the finite linewidth of the resonance modes, nonresonant
microwave losses may be expected. ' These losses should
show a maximum near H=O, where the co/y vs H
curves present a minimum, i.e., the curves are closer to
the microwave frequency. A similar behavior is predict-
ed for all values of y. However, B(co/y)/OH~Jr o de-
creases with increasing y, going to zero for y=90', where
the minimum disappears. The line at H =0 shown in Fig.

6 for y=O', can be observed up to y=75' (see Fig. 7) and
may be associated with this nonresonant absorption.

For y=-67, the WF mode starts to soften at a finite
fieid as shown in Fig. 11, reaching a minimum energy at a
Geld H;„. The frequency at this minimum co;„de-
creases with increasing cp, while H;„ increases. This
minimum in the co/y vs H curves is expected to give rise
to a second nonresonant absorption line around H;„
while co;„)co&. The measured spectra at the Q band
show, indeed, the appearance of a line at H =-160 G for
y=67 . As predicted, this line shifts to higher fields as g
increases and it is observed as a single line up to y=-74'.
For reasons that will be discussed in Sec. IV D, we have
taken H;„as the field for the maximum amplitude. Ex-
perimental and calculated values for H;„are compared
in Fig. 8.

For y —=74, ~;„=co& at H,„=-430 G. Then, for
y) 74, two separate absorption lines are expected at the
Q band, one moving to higher and the other to lower
fields. Again, the agreement between the predictions of
the model and the experimental data is excellent, as seen
in Fig. 8 where the continuous lines have been calculated
using Eq. (5).

Figure 11 shows that co;„continues to decrease with
increasing y and reaches zero for y =90', at H;„=H,ff.

This is the critical field Hc for the reorientation of m~F
in the ab plane. Under these conditions a strong signal is
observed' at the X band. The resonance frequency
changes rapidly with angle around y=90, as seen in Fig.
11. By rotating the applied field by 2, co;„ is already
larger than co& and for this reason, a resonant absorption
at the X band is only observed in a narrow region around
y=90'. Nonresonant microwave losses may be observed
in a larger angular interval, due to the finite linewidth of
the resonance modes. The passage from nonresonant to
resonant behavior in the microwave spectra as a function
of the field orientation has been extensively described by
Hagedorn et aI. ' ' ' for TmFe03. In that case, a reso-
nance line was observed essentially at the same field from
5 to 54000 MHz, due to a large anisotropy gap. In the
case of Eu2Cu04, although conceptually similar, a richer
behavior is present due to a much smaller in-plane anisot-
ropy that reduces the magnitude of the energy gap. Al-
though two resonance lines are expected at the X band
for y=90', separated by about 40 G, the linewidth
prevented the resolution of the observed structure of the
spectra into separate lines.

Since the excitation gap is expected to decrease with
increasing temperature, coG will equal co& at a certain
temperature T~& ) 80 K. Thus, the lower-field resonance
line measured for p=-90 in the Q band should shift with
T to even lower fields. As shown in Fig. 5, it approaches
H =0 for To& —= 107(5) K. Below To&, only nonresonant
losses at H =0 are expected for y=0'. Above this tem-
perature, we observe resonance lines at HWO, as seen in
Figs. 5 and 6. Notice in Fig. 5 that three resonance lines
may be expected for intermediate angles in a narrow tem-
perature interval around Tz&. However, we could not
resolve these lines.

The angular variation of the spectra for T=184 K,
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q&=0' and y=90' (see Fig. 5) and for y=90 at the X
band, we derived the temperature dependence of the
effective anisotropy fields. The out-of-plane effective an-
isotropy field H', z decreases continuously with tempera-
ture, vanishing around T&——-243 K, as shown in Fig.
13(a). The in-plane anisotropy field, which is given ap-
proximately by the resonance field at the Xband, presents
a minimum at H,z—=400 G for T= 130 K, as seen in Fig.
2. This value is consistent with that derived from the
critical field in dc-magnetization rneasurernents' at 135
K, H~„=H, =-340 G.

D. Line shape and linewidth
FICi. 12. cu/y vs H curves for the WF resonant mode, calcu-

lated for different values of y using Eq. (5). Horizontal lines in-
dicate the microwave frequencies co /y and co&/y and the cir-
cles are the experimental data at both frequencies measured for
T=184 K.

shown in Fig. 9, corresponds to a case where coG & m&. In
Fig. 12 we present calculated (co/y) vs H curves together
with the experimental data taken at this temperature for
different values of y. The parameters used in this case for
the fitting are H~s=4. 5(5)X10 6 and H;it=2. 1(2)
X 10 G. The solid line shown in Fig. 10 corresponds to
the angular dependence calculated with these values. As
can be seen, the agreement with the experimental data is
also very good at this temperature. The signal at H=O
observed between ToO and T= 170 K for )p-=90 (see Fig.
4) may be interpreted as a nonresonant absorption, as
suggested by the field dependence of co/y in Fig. 12.

From the resonance fields measured at the Q band for

400--

300 fj

200

100

An interesting point to discuss is the shape and phase
of the observed lines. In a regular EPR experiment made
in the absorption mode, the signals are detected through
amplitude modulation of the external field and the spec-
trum is proportional to the field derivative of the ab-
sorbed energy. However, in our Q-band experiments an-
gular variations were done by rotating the applied field
while keeping the modulation coils fixed to the resonant
cavity. This procedure introduces, besides the regular
amplitude modulation, an angular modulation of the
field' in the ab plane. Thus, the amplitude of the signal
detected includes two different contributions.

The microwave losses at a fixed frequency m„are
given as a function of the applied field H by
P(H, q&) ~ co„g"(co„„,H, y) Includin. g phenomenologi-
cal damping into the equations of motion of Sec. III B, as
in Ref. 21, results in an approximately Lorentzian line
shape, y"(co,H, y) =X[(co co„) +bco,—&2] ', with the
resonance frequency co„(H,p) determined by Eq. (5), and
a full width at half amplitude hen&&2, independent of H
and y. If the detection process includes a modulation
field 5H with components 6H~~ and 5H~, parallel and per-
pendicular to the applied field H, the measured signal is
given, for 5H~I, 6H& &&H, by

S(H, ) ~ '+ oH
Bcoq BH

gp(H ~) c)co„(H,gr) 5Hi

aq H

9

6

3

0

I I I I I I

50 100 150 200 250

When the resonant condition co„(H, )p) =co„ is fulfilled
for H =H„, we can approximate co„(H,y) =—co„
+(c)co„/c)H)~H H (H H„), if the (co—/y) vs H curves

are reasonably linear in the interval (co, —hco, z2, co„
+ b,co, &2). Then, we obtain

( 2%co„„)(H„H)—
S(H, y) -=

(H H„)'+ [A~„,/(d—~„/aH )]'

X [f'i
II

(1/H„)(c)H„/c)q )nH, ] . (9)
FIG. 13. Anisotropy fields vs T as determined from reso-

nance data (circles): (a) out of plane, HDM(T) =—H;ff(T), and (b)
in plane, H,„(T)= [Hr)M( T) /2Hz( T) ]H~s( T). The dashed lines
are guides to the eye and the open circles correspond to values
calculated from H",z(T) and extrapolated values for HDM(T).
The squares correspond to values obtained from de-
magnetization measurements of Ref. 12.

In this approximation, the line shape is a Lorentzian
first derivative also as a function of H, centered in H=H„
and with a peak-to-peak linewidth, LasEHpp Aco]/2/
~&3c)co„/c)H~. The amplitude of the signal is not only
proportional to 5HII (amplitude modulation), but has an

important contribution due to angular modulation when
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the resonance lines are highly anisotropic, ' i.e., BH„/By
is large. The amplitude and phase of the signal is deter-
mined in this case by the factor (1/H„)BH„/By.

Then, the difFerent phase of the two Q-band signals
measured at T=80 K for y) 74'.(shown in Figs. 4 and
7), can be explained as due to the diff'erent sign of their
angle derivatives, i.e., the resonance field of one of the
signals increases and the other one decreases as y in-
creases. The angular modulation prefactor is large for
y=74', but for y approaching 90, the angular depen-
dence is strongly reduced and the amplitude of the sig-
nals is much smaller. When the same measurements were
done keeping the modulation field parallel to H, i.e., only
with amplitude modulation, the two signals shown in Fig.
4 had the same phase. However, as the amplitude modu-
lation is less effective for these absorptions than the angu-
lar modulation, the signal-to-noise ratio of the detected
signal is worse. The direct absorption spectra (measured
without any field modulation), in spite of their much
lower signal-to-noise ratio that prevented a systematic
study of the resonances at all angles, showed that the res-
onance fields derived from the modulated spectra were
coincident with the fields for maximum absorption within
experimental uncertainty. For T= 184 K, the angular
variation of the signal amplitude also corresponds closely
to BH„(y)/Bq&, as shown in the inset of Fig. 10. In con-
clusion, the angular modulation of a resonance line has a
double advantage; it allows one to detect weaker signals
and gives information not only on H„but on its variation
with tp; that is, on BH„(y)IBy. On the other hand, extra
care has to be taken when interpreting the amplitude of
the observed signals.

From the measured field linewidths at the Q band, and
using a numerical estimate for B(co/y)/BH, we have
determined he@,&z/y —= 1.6(2 ) kG for T=80 K. Notice
that because B(co/y)/BH )) 1 in this case, the measured
field linewidths bH &=70(5) and 55(5) G at y=90 for
the low- and high-field lines, are much smaller than
~~ii2~r.

Numerical simulations of the spectra showed that due
to this frequency linewidth, the two lines at the X band,
separated =40 G, are expected to have individual
linewidths of about 10 and 17 G, respectively. However,
these lines may not be resolved if a misalignment of the
sample in a few tenths of a degree would occur (0.5' for
y" and 0.8 for y'). In addition, inhomogeneities in the
orientation of the [110]axis throughout the crystal would
increase the width of the lines, making their resolution
more difficult. In our case, only g'(H) shows incipient
resolution into two lines, as seen in Fig. 3.

The frequency linewidth also determines the angular
range where the nonresonant losses around H;„should
be observed with significant amplitude. The calculated
co/y vs H curves in Fig. 11 indicate that (co;„—co&)

0.65 Aced
& /2 for y =67, the lower limit for the existence

of the minimum at T=80 K, and (co;„—coax) =b,co, &2 for
y=88. 8 . These estimations are in qualitative agreement
with the experiments, since the nonresonant signal is ob-
served in the Q band for the whole interval 67'&y& 74',
while it is only observed in a very narrow region' around

y=90 in the X band. For these nonresonant losses, the
linearization condition used when deriving Eq. (9) is not
satisfied and the line shape of the signals need not be
Lorentzian. Numerical simulations indicate that BP/Bco
remains approximately constant in Eq. (8) for H=H;„
and the main contribution to S(H, y) is proportional to
( Bco;„/By ), which presents a single maximum for
H -=H;„. We can then understand the line shape of the
signals measured for 67'~y~74' shown in FIg. 7, and
justify the assumption that H,„ is given by the field for
maximum signal amplitude.

The observed temperature variations of b,H ~(T) for
15 K & T &200 K, both in the X and Q bands, are mainly
related to changes of B(co/y)/BH due to the temperature
variation of H', z and H",~, rather than to a temperature
dependence of dc'&&2. Thus, the derived value for Aco, &z

is almost temperature independent and may also be used
to estimate the temperature interval where the H—=0
nonresonant lines should be observed. In the case of
y=O, the nonresonant signal is present when coG) co&
and significant intensity is expected for T& TG&, until
coG(T) coQ

—Ecoi/p which occurs at T= 60 K. —At this
temperature the measured signal has been reduced to less
than 10% of its intensity around TG&. For y=90', a
nonresonant absorption may be observed for T & Tz& un-
til co&

—coG(T)=hcoi&2. This occurs at T=165 K and
the measured intensity is, in this case, about 15% of its
maximum amplitude near To&. Notice that Eq. (8) pre-
dicts, for these nonresonant losses around H=O, that
S(H) should be an odd function of H, in agreement with
the experiments.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a detailed experimental study of the
magnetic-resonance absorptions in single-crystal samples
of Eu2Cu04, slightly doped with Gd. We have used a
phenomenological model for the magnetic free energy
which describes the compound as an anisotropic WF
with two effective parameters, H~rr(T) and H;s(T). Ex-
cellent agreement between the calculated and measured
magnetic-resonance fields is obtained. The resulting an-
isotropy fields are consistent with dc-magnetization
data. ' Within this picture, the anomalous microwave
absorption signal observed' at the X band can be ex-
plained as due to a softening of the WF mode in the spin
reorientation transition induced by the applied field. The
frequency of this WF mode is zero when H is applied per-
pendicular to the easy axis and equal to Hc =H~z-. This
is the critical field necessary for the alignment of the WF
component with H. A more complex and richer behavior
is found at the Q band, including the observation of two
separate absorptions or a single one, depending on wheth-
er the magnetic excitation anisotropy gap is smaller or
larger than the microwave frequency. The angular
dependence of the experimental data is also correctly de-
scribed by the phenomenological model. The tempera-
ture dependence of the effective magnetic anisotropy
fields has been determined.

The effective fields H~ir( T) and H;s. ( T) have been relat-
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ed to the anisotropy fields of the AF two-sublattice
model, HDM(T) and H,„(T), using Eq. (4) with HF(T)
=Hz(0)MO(T)iMO(0), taking Mo(T) from Ref. 23 and
neglecting the contributions from H„. The extrapolated
values for T=O are HDM(0)=3. 5(5) X 10 G and
H,„(0)=12(2)G. The values obtained for HDM(T) and
H,„(T) are given in Fig. 13. For T= 135 K, they agree
with those derived from dc-magnetization measure-
ments.

The line shape of the signals has been analyzed in
terms of a temperature-independent frequency linewidth
Aco, &2. The effects on the line shape and phase of both
amplitude and angular modulation of the external field
have been discussed.

The phenomenological model used includes the fact
that a WF component is induced after field cooling the
samples, with a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy along
[110]Fc. However, a microscopic description of the effect
of field cooling is still missing. Coffey discussed the role
of crystalline distortions in the WF behavior of La2Cu04,
showing the need of a particular order of the lattice dis-
tortions for the existence of macroscopic weak fer-

romagnetism. The EPR spectra of the dilute Gd ions
indicate the displacement of the oxygen ions from their
tetragonal positions and our present results suggest that
some degree of order in these lattice distortions is in-
duced by field cooling the samples, favoring an anisotro-
py axis along the (110) direction lying close to HFc.
The differences found between the Gd + EPR spectra of
ZFC and FC samples support the mechanism proposed.
In compounds where the WF is well established and crys-
tal superstructures have been observed, such as
Gd2CuO4, the differences between field cooling and zero-
field cooling on their properties are much smaller. '
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